
Attract Sex, Inspire Love, Heal a Relationship by Tristan Butler 

This ritual requires confidence. It makes your target receptive to your desires and intentions but you still have to approach them 

and make eye contact and speak with them as if you never did the magick.  

 

The power of this ritual inspires them to be more receptive to what you say, more willing to obey your spoken and unspoken 

intentions and to trust you innately. It isn't mind control, but your target will be filled with a feeling of good will and trust in you. 

When otherwise they would close down, they will instead open up and let you in. They will welcome your attention because this 

ritual inspires them to perceive the beauty within you and to feel beauty and pleasure interacting with you.  

 

Because confidence is required for this ritual, I have included Words of Power that inspire confidence and leadership qualities 

within you.  

 

It also works as a charm to attract love, meaning you can use it as a blessing to bring romantic love to others as well as to help 

heal broken relationships and bring peace to lovers at odds with each other.  

 

If passion has died down in your relationship it can renew that  

spark of passion. It can heat things up in the bedroom and restore passion and fire to your sex life if your sexual life has grown 

dull or non-existent between you and a current partner. 

I hesitate to use the word "lust" because I don't feel that word accurately describes the powers angels bring and the way that 

they influence our reality. So I won't say that this ritual causes lust but only that if sex is what you want, you can get it, or at 

least make it much more likely to happen than would be possible without this ritual. If there is any type of mutual attraction 

between you and another person this ritual can fan those sparks to flame. 

 

Words of Power are made up of many different angelic names but when spoken, the miracle is that they act jointly, in harmony, 

as ONE. Angels don't experience the sense of separation that we do upon this 3rd dimensional Earth. They know Unity 

Consciousness. So by calling these names, you are actually CREATING an entity. You are generating a wave of intelligent 

cosmic energy that is directed by your will, composed of all the powers of the individual angels you are calling, and that will 

continue to enact your will until your intention is fulfilled.  

 

If you see no result forthrightly it doesn't mean the magick isn't working or isn't effective. It could mean one of two things: 

 

1. There is no possibility of love or sexual attraction between you and this person even by mundane methods. 

 

2. The magick is working subtly beneath the surface, shifting reality or your personality in subtle ways that make your result 

more likely to come about. This means you must do all you can in the physical realm to make your intentions a reality and trust 

that the magick is working beneath the surface to bring your dream into fulfillment in sparkling perfection. 

 

Angels work broadly. Demons usually work directly. Meaning, angels may be working on your personality, giving you 

confidence to make you into a better person first, or opening the heart of the other person to you by healing their past emotional 

hurts and pains on a deep level while it seems nothing much is happening on the surface. 

 

Demons on the other hand would just stimulate their genitals by firing up the sexual portion of their brain to get them sexually 

aroused whenever they come by you. It seems desirable, and sometimes it is, but it would most likely be a shallow relationship 

and ultimately unfulfilling for both parties in the long run. It all depends on the demon though. As some demons can work with 

great subtlety and art. Sallos being one. Although I don't really believe all Goetics are demonic in nature. But that is another 

topic for another time. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Attract Sex, Inspire Love, Heal a Relationship  

 

 

AH-DOE-NYE 

BUH-TAHR-TZAH-TAHG 

CHUH-KAHB-TAH-NAH 

HAH-KNEE-ELL 

AH-ME-EL 

YICH-EH-AH-KEV-KAH-HAH 

YEE-YAH-HAH-GAHV-LEE-HAH 

TOO-VEE-EL 

ME-KAH-EL 

OO-REE-EL 

NOO-REE-EL 

YIT-SO-HAH-YAHV-TAH-HAH 

GAH-DEE-EL 

TSAD-KEY-EL 

YEH-OH-EL 

TAH-MAH-EL 

LEH-LAH-HEL 

YEH-LEE-EL 

LAW-VUH-EL 

LAWV 

HA-REE 

MAH-CHEE 

YAH-HAH 

PAW-EE 

 

Then say your desire 3 times. Below are examples. Use only one or two sentences. 

 

_____ will love me.  

_____ will have sex with me.  

_____ will give me the job.  

_____'s relationship with _____ shall be healed. 

 

Say it with absolute confidence and conviction. Channel all the energy you raised through saying these words into that 

statement as you say it 3 times. Then say: 

 

HAH-YAH! HO-VEH! YEE-YEH! 

 

This means was, is, and will be. When you say this know that the manifestation of your desire already existed even before you 



had the desire itself, you are simply choosing to manifest a preexisting reality. Know that it exists right now. And know with utter 

certainty that what you have declared definitely shall be. It isn't a question of whether it will be or not or whether the magick will 

be effective or not. Because you have declared your will, the power of the divine names SHALL make it so. It has been. It is 

now. And yes, it shall be. 


